Goldstar gps wiring diagram

Die Dokumente sind thematisch geordnet und untereinander verlinkt. Leider gibt es im
juristischen Bereich nur wenig Open Source Software. Es existieren zwar viele freie
Webangebote, jedoch keine quelloffenen Informationssysteme. Ab sofort werden Bilder, die in
Gesetzen oder Urteilen enthalten sind, dargestellt. Dazu haben wir die Dokumentanzeige bei
Urteilen um dieses neue Feature erweitert. Diese sind klickbar, so dass man problemlos zur
Quelle navigieren kann. Welches Dokument passt am besten zur meiner Suche? Unsere
Versuchspersonen waren alle der Meinung: Snippets verbessern die Suche wesentlich. Auf euer
Feedback z. Aus einem simplen Text wird so ein Web-Dokument, in dem der Benutzer z. Der
vorhergehende Paragraph ist ebenfalls verlinkt. Wir freuen uns, euch eine neue Version unseres
Gesetze-Portals urteile-gesetze. Die neue Website hat ein frischeres Design und viele neue
Features:. Bildquelle: Aurelio A. Hier ein Screenshot des neuen Features:. Die neue Website hat
ein frischeres Design und viele neue Features: Rechtsgebiete: Entscheidungen, Gesetze und
Paragraphen sind nach Rechtsgebieten geordnet. Die Filter werden auf dem Handy dynamisch
eingeblendet. Breadcrumbs: Breadcrumbs werden auf allen Dokument-Seiten angezeigt und
erleichtern die Navigation. Hier ein Screenshot der neuen Hauptseite. Relaunch urteile-gesetze.
The first sign of trouble was when the computer would unexpectedly reboot with nothing in the
system logs to indicate a problem. Eventually, [eigma] noticed a restart before the operating
system even loaded, which confirmed the hardware was to blame. As before, all of the DC
voltages at this chip seemed reasonable enough, but the pin that was measuring AC voltage
from the transformer was showing the same ripple visible on the 12 VDC line. The 13 VDC
required by this chip to operate is pulled off the standby transformer by way of a Zener diode
and a couple capacitors, but as [eigma] soon found, the circuit was producing another nasty
ripple. Pulling the capacitors from the board and checking their values with the meter, [eigma]
found they too appeared to be within reasonable enough limits. They even looked in good
shape physically. But with the help of a signal generator, he was able to determine their
equivalent series resistance ESR was way too high. Case closed. While swapping out blown
capacitors in older electronics is something of a rite of passage for hardware hackers, this case
is an excellent example of how even the simplest of fixes can be tricky to troubleshoot. A few
pcs of DC-DC buck convertors are hopefully turning up in the mail this week and if it gives me
any more crap, the power board is coming out and two of those getting bodged in. A simple
capacitor ESR meter like this may help to identify bad caps in circuit without having to desolder
them. Sorry, it is in Czech language, but the schematic diagram is international. One may buy a
kit. I am NOT affiliated with mr. Zajic, but I like his kits and I built a handful of them. Are we
expected to write the ATtiny firmware ourselves? Or is there a place to download or buy it? The
link have non-workng firmware download. You may write your firmware yourself. Or you may
convince mr. Zajic to ship the kit to your location. The output stage of most SMPSUs goes
series diode â€” parallel capacitor â€” series inductor â€” parallel capacitor â€” output rail. You
will often first notice that the output caps have leaked and or have high ESR. This is quite often
a symptom of the problem and not the problem itself. Look for a low value cap s near the Switch
mode IC. ESR test it. If it is high ESR then replace it with a 0. Even if it is good replace it. If it is
high ESR then the output caps will most likely need replacing too. Test them independently
anyway. This is why you will see in well designed SMPSUs that there are a number of lower
value low ESR caps in parallel to make up the full value with ESRs that are not available cheaply
for the full higher value. Choose a higher voltage rating than the originals if you have the PCB
space for them. The second common problem are the series bias resistor s on the base of the
switching transistor. These are often in the order of kOhm to kOhm. You will often see
discoloration of the PCB where these are mounted and also often dry solder joints. Depending
on your climate and the environment the unit lives in ie is it air conditioned , you will often have
several dry joints. Start with the obvious ones then continue to the suspect ones and go a little
further as some dry joints are simply not visible but PCB discoloration is a good sign to look
for. The transistor was driven with mixed frequencies a modulated drive one was the horizontal
line frequency of Because the LOPT was also the switch mode PSU transformer and supplied
the drive voltage for itself the circuit had a very complex soft start circuit. I mulled over how this
circuit works, replacing parts here and there only to have replaced parts fail again. In the end I
discovered that Telefunken had a repair kit for this model that consisted of about 20 parts. And
no wonder! Any suggestions? Thanks for this excellent writeup onâ€¦ your overtime work?
Another trick is to hide newer and usually smaller counterpart in the original case â€” this even
works when you heat the old tar capacitors up and pull the stuff out. I ended up having a
pre-order list for all and after desoldering giving the multilayer a 0. I remember an article about
the telefunken pop color TV from an old technical magazine Antenna. Tricky problem because
the culprit was on another section of the TV. What would you recommend? To much discussion
around the subject to make a good purchase decision. Testing Voltage is low enough so that

PN-junctions do not conduct. I found a 19 inch Acer monitor, and it worked, except if left on and
connected to a computer, with time the Acer logo would appear. The monitor sure seemed to be
resetting. Once open, the monitor electronics was on a small board, the power supply on
another small board. Easy to unplug and remove. It was easy to find the output electrolytics,
larger values, I never got around to doing any circuit tracing. At that time, it was easiest to just
replace 4 or 5 electrolytics. Monitors are a bit different, since the power supplies vary, in size
but also maybe voltages. The main thing that keeps me away from serious troubleshooting of
switching PSUs isâ€¦ no schematic. After that it ran without any problems for more than a
decade until its retirement though its location in the house kept slipping as newer awesomer
screen tech became available. Well the DVD decided to stop reading, though I am hearing that
can be component drift in the laser feedback circuit, maybe that needs a cap. Still powers up
and play tapes thoughâ€¦ loudest frigging VCR you ever heard though, no belts, all gears,
whines like an older car with straight cut reverse gears. Trick from the atticâ€¦. To confirm :
heating again with the tips of the Weller and another throw of freeze, et voila! Please be kind
and respectful to help make the comments section excellent. Comment Policy. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. By using our website and
services, you expressly agree to the placement of our performance, functionality and
advertising cookies. Learn more. Connecting all the dots. Report comment. Sense of smell is
another. This is essential. The most common problem is at the regulation PWM stage and the
switching transistor drive. Hats geknistert und gestunken war es wohlâ€¦ sorry, german only
Thank you for this interesting comment. Interesting article. Thanks Bubba, that tip sounds really
useful! Hi, Trick from the atticâ€¦. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Search Search for:. Hackaday
Links: February 21, 6 Comments. The vehicles, which are typically pick-ups, will be promoted by
a variety of marketing methods using many social media platforms and technologies. The
project-vehicle program is an exclusive opportunity for owners, builders and manufacturers to
showcase their builds and sponsored products. The experience is valuable to many
manufacturers, like Champion Oil, that can offer products to project-vehicle builders at no
charge and additional products at a substantial discount. The vehicles will be promoted in
advance by press releases, social media, etc. At the show, the vehicle and owner must be
willing and available to be featured in a video interview about the build and posted on the Blue
Flame Diesel Blog and Champion Facebook and Twitter channels. Blue Flame Diesel Engine
Oils are formulated with workhorse high-zinc performance additives, superior protection,
advanced polymer technology, and high TBN, supported by a carrier blend of synthetic fluids. In
addition, Blue Flame Diesel Engine Oils deliver unmatched high temperature film strength and
lubricity protection, with the muscle to combat oil shear and maximize sustained cylinder
compression. They also inhibit oxidation, corrosive acids, sludge and varnish build-up. These
robust performance oils keep diesel engines going longer by reducing soot-induced engine
wear, controlling abrasive soot contamination and preventing high temperature corrosion, even
while allowing for improved fuel economy and lower total cost of ownership. They are proven to
increase engine horse power and torque. About the company: Champion Brands, LLC, is a
globally recognized industry leader in specialty lubricants for over 65 years. Champion Brands,
LLC also produces and blends over products including fuel, oil, engine additives, and lubricants
for the racing, automotive, heavy truck, agricultural, industrial, and specialty markets. For more
information about contact Champion at Lining up in the second row of his heat race, Carrick
would simply need to finish inside the Top-5 to net a spot in the Dash and he would do just that
as he finished in the third position. A little contact during the Dash, would relegate Carrick to an
eighth-place finish which would then line him up in the eighth position on the starting grid for
the lap feature event. On a very fast Keller Auto Speedway racing surface, Carrick would shuffle
back as far as 12th in the early stanzas of the race. Numerous cautions in the early goings
would prevent the Lincoln, CA driver from settling into a rhythm, but once the race got into a
green flag run he would slowly begin to work his way forward. Looking to make up the lost
ground from the start of the race, Carrick would find himself back in the Top by lap the sixth lap.
The Lincoln, CA driver got his night opened up by timing in third fastest in his qualifying flight
and lining up on the front row of his heat race. Finishing fourth in the Dash, Carrick would take
the green flag for the lap feature event in the second row. While the start of the race was a little
chaotic with the pole sitter getting out of shape in turns one and two, Carrick was able settle
into the third position where he would run in the opening stages of the race. Belleville, IL. As of
right now they will have a six-car team traveling to Monarch Motor Speedway to the
action-packed two-day show, March 19th and 20th. There is no denying the potential that lies
within this group with KKM. Back with the team for the season, Kofoid who has become quite
the crowd favorite with the POWRi National Midgets, he finished his season a strong note.
Pursley is a graduate of the micro sprint ranks, and he finally grabbed his well-deserved first

POWRi Lucas Oil National Midget League victory during the season and finished top five in
championship points. A native of Muskogee, Oklahoma, has quickly adapted and worked with
the team expand her knowledge into the midget racing world. Bryson was in contingencies with
a few wins last year and never really strayed from the front of the pack. Bryson finished off the
season with three top five, and eleven top ten finishes. Bryson is looking to conquer the field
and get her time in victory lane at Monarch Motor Speedway. Wiedeman is well known on the
POWRi Micro side, Wiedeman has had a lot of success at a young age, he excelled late in the
season and accomplished one top five and two top ten finishes during the season with KKM. He
is back for a full season with the team for , and Wiedeman looks to top the charts in the
upcoming races. Crouch who also came from the micro ranks, got his feet wet behind a KKM
midget for the majority of the season. He is looking to get on top of the charts this season and
start March 19th and 20th at Monarch Motor Speedway. The sixth driver for the KKM fleet who
will also be in attendance for the season opener at Monarch Motor Speedway, is the
thirteen-year-old, Cade Lewis. Lewis is a Bakersfield, California native and his background is in
mini dwarfs, mini mods, outlaw karts, and most recently, micro sprints. Follow along for more
information on POWRi and items such as race recaps, updates, full results, and press releases
online at Tickets for the event are available via the Premier Speedway website Patrons are
advised that due to the stockpiling of material in the Allansford side car park that car parking
capacity may be slightly impacted. Those attending are advised that those patrons that are
required to park on the Warrnambool side can still access the Allansford Side of the Complex
via the walkway behind turns three and four. Once a seating location is secured, patrons are
reminded that they are advised to use only the facilities on their side of the complex. We also
remind all patrons that it is a requirement that you complete the QR Code upon arrival, this will
assist with any contact tracing should the need arise and is a requirement of us being able to
race and may be subject to spot checks, so please take the minute or two that it takes to
complete this task. The full list of entries for Saturday night as of Tuesday at 3pm are as
follows:. Should COVID disrupt the event and cause its cancellation prior to commencement, all
valid ticketholders will receive a refund for their ticket. For further information, please keep an
eye on Gene was well-loved among racing fans and teams; and promoted racing at HOT for 32
years before passing away in Additional drivers that plan to compete in this event should
message the series Facebook page with their intent as soon as possible so we can be prepared
for your arrival on race night, as well as keeping racing fans informed. Visit Hot laps will fire up
around 7pm on Friday March 12th with green flag racing action around 8pm. All drivers make
sure to read the posted rules at the series website prior to heading to the track. Mandatory
drivers meeting and draw cut-off is at pm. Drivers should go to Click You can also reach the
SCB on Facebook, at We do have a couple of additional dates still in the works. This schedule is
subject to change, as all racing schedules are. Make sure to check our website or Facebook
page on race day prior to traveling for the latest event news and weather. Saturday, Sept.
Saturday, Oct. Pre-entry and eligibility info will be posted well in advance of event. You can get
rolling around there pretty good. We were good and had one of the best cars there all weekend.
It was nice to get our first heat race win of the year. We started on the front row of the feature
with Tim Shaffer. He got a good start and shut the door on us in turn one. We ran first and
second for most of the race. After one of the yellows Mark Smith got by me. I got back by him,
but I hit a rut and he got back by. His weekend concluded on Sunday at Southern Raceway,
where the draw didn't pan out as well as the previous night. We started last - seventh - in our
heat race and advanced to fifth, which locked us into the A Main. We came from 13th to sixth
and we were rolling well. There were two laps left and they called it during a yellow as we were
getting lined up. I think we could have got a top five if they finished the race. We were super
good through traffic. I could run wherever; top, bottom, middle. Established by Walter Sorrels in
, the salvage yard is still owned and operated by the Sorrels family three generations later. The
business is located in Columbia, Mo. Additionally, it carries rebuilders, new and aftermarket
parts, and has a standard day warranty. Amdahl is stepping into the ci winged sprint car ranks
for the first time, tackling all of the races at Huset's Speedway in Brandon, S. Amdahl will also
race full-time with the Midwest Sprint Touring Series for the first time in his career. It will add
approximately two dozen ci events to his schedule, which also features a handful of ci races
during open dates. The overall plan between the three sprint car divisions is a little more than
50 races. I think it will make it a fairly easy transition. Amdahl is entering his sixth season of
racing sprint cars. Last year he earned his first career MSTS triumph en route to finishing 10th
in the series' championship standings despite missing multiple races. This year the goal is to
produce multiple wins and contend for the series championship. Amdahl's focus at Huset's
Speedway is to win the Rookie of the Year Award and land in the top 10 in the championship
standings. Kicking off their second season together, Cox would rally from the 14th starting

position to finish seventh in the feature event. Timing in sixth fastest in his qualifying group,
Cox would miss out on the heat race inversion and line up sixth in heat race action. On the
fast-racing surface, Cox would have his work cut of for himself coming from the seventh row,
but the Clarksburg, CA driver was extremely patient as he worked his way towards the Top With
the opening part of the race mired by cautions, Cox found it hard to get into a rhythm, though
would still do what he could to work his way forward. We put ourselves in contention from the
get-go, and ultimately we ended up third. With the field getting out of sorts in front of him once
the green flag flew, Kaeding would actually give up a spot amongst the craziness and slip back
to sixth before jumping back into the Top-5 on the fourth lap. Working around the Keller Auto
Speedway, Kaeding would continue to work his way forward as he jumped into fourth on the
eighth lap where he would run for a majority of the race as he chased after Joel Myers, Jr. In the
final two laps, Kaeding would make a serious bid for the second position but would come up
just short at the line as he capped his night off with a third-place finish. Piloting a potent Tarlton
Motorsports entry, Macedo would go toe-to-toe with Shane Golobic ultimately coming up just
short of a win and finishing second on Saturday night. With 41 cars taking part in the season
opening event in California, Macedo got off to a great start as he timed the Tarlton and Son, Inc.
Finishing third in heat race competition, Macedo moved into the Dash where a third-place finish
lined him up in the second row to start he lap feature event. When the race went green front row
starter Joel Myers, Jr would get sideways in front of the field. With cars taking evasive action to
avoid him, Macedo would have an opening to jump into the race lead. Looking very strong out
front, Macedo would set a nice pace so though would soon feel pressure from Shane Golobic.
When the action picked back up, Macedo was able to get the Tarlton Motorsports entry wound
up and back out in front as he would soon find himself in lapped traffic. The slip up would allow
Golobic by with just a few laps left in the race as Macedo would see him get away as he got
back up to speed and settled back into second. Dealing with Tim Kaeding for the runner up
position in the final laps, Macedo was able to hold him off and claim second at the stripe.
Tarlton Motorsports would like to thank Tarlton and Son, Inc. It was a few weeks ago that it was
announced that Brett Deyo, the current promoter at the Fonda Speedway, would be taking over
the Vernon, NY speed plant in That partnership will now continue with Deyo taking the reins at
Utica Rome. Friesen was also an A-Main winner in as well. The season includes 18 events, and
all starts at Outlaw Speedway on April 16, which is the Outlaw Spring Nationals. To view the full
schedule, please be sure to visit patriotsprinttour. A COVIDaffected season that only featured 4
series points shows had been largely upgraded with a schedule that initially included 12 races.
Afton Speedway, second all-time in CRSA history with 32 events, has added a July 9 special
featuring the stars of the sprints. This date is in addition to the already scheduled tour date
during the Brett Deyo promoted Fall special on October 8. High hopes are held for racing and
fans to return to the racy clay oval just off Interstate 88 after a season of quiet in There is an
additional date on the CRSA Sprints schedule, Saturday July 3, that is being discussed and we
hope to share some exciting news on that in the near future. The non-wing sprint car series has
a slate of approximately 20 races at a dozen tracks throughout the Midwest and the RacinBoys
Broadcasting Network plans to offer live video from almost all of the events. It has showcased a
great car count from the start and we're excited to see the M. Wyatt Burks and Don Droud Jr. It
was down to the wire and we expect the same high level of competition in This is a great
opportunity for our series, competitors and the tracks. It's good exposure regionally and
nationally. Each race will kick off with M. It also provides access to all On-Demand video
content as well as all live audio broadcasts. A month is considered a day period beginning the
first day of the subscription. RacinBoys also plans on being available via several streaming
options this spring. RacinBoys, founded by Scott Traylor and Kirk Elliott in , is an internet
broadcasting company covering all forms of motor sports. If you would like Brady Bacon
Racing press releases e-mailed directly to you, send your e-mail address to Lonnie Wheatley at
lonniewheatley gmail. Only three rounds remain - the Big Chap 57 at the Perth Motorplex this
Saturday night, followed by twin feature races at Bunbury Speedway the following Saturday
night, February The maximum points each driver can earn in a round is points with for second,
for third, and two point reductions for each spot after that and the lowest they can get, if we
have a car field and they start, is points with the series allocating dropout points for the feature
races. If you crunch these numbers there are countless different points scenarios that could
take place which means the top five order could look significantly different at the end. To add to
the twist, each driver will have their worst round points wise dropped at the completion of the
final feature race at Bunbury. We will have more information on those likely scenarios in the
lead-up to the double-header final. Having said all that, Manders is in the box seat at the
moment - his point buffer over Kingshott is equivalent to finishing six spots higher in a feature
race. Heading into this round Manders has one win, a couple of thirds and another couple of

fourths as his best results. Williamson has three feature race wins, a third, a fourth and a fifth to
his name and is a further 14 points behind Kingshott, making his run even harder. Coyle, who
has gone close to a win this season has best results of a third, a fourth and a pair of fifths.
Kendrick won the last round, his second win of the season, to go with his other best results of a
second, a third and a fifth. As it currently sits now, Kaeding and company will run 40 races up
and down the Golden State, however, should things change they are fully prepared to take their
program on the road as they have already done this year as they took part in the inaugural Wild
Wing Shootout in Arizona back in January. This will be the second round of the Flocon
Moonshine Masters mini-series being held at Timmis this season. Points are based on the A
Main only for the 3 shows at Mildura. We are half way thru the series and we wanted to rev it up
a bit for our guys for this one show. We cannot thank Flocon Engineering enough for their
support allowing us to make this happen. As of now, the remainder of the schedule remains
intact and hopefully the postponed races can be made up later in the year. However, everything
on the schedule is contingent on state and county regulations regarding crowds during the
pandemic. Fans can stay up to date on track and driver news on The PAS social media efforts at
the links below. To get to the track, take the freeway, on the Ramona Expressway and go three
miles east to the fairgrounds. For directions on MapQuest, the address to enter is: Lake Perris
Drive and the zip code is Perris Auto Speedway wants to thank the following corporate partners.
For more information on these productions you can contact them by calling , E-mailing
mailto:trtruex gmail. For more information call RUSH's main objective has always been to keep
people racing with true "cost containment" technical rules packages surrounded by valuable
championship programs; the combination seems to be working as the Series continues to
attract an extremely diversified group of racers whose numbers exceed well over throughout
the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic, and will be no different. Drivers who have been racing all their
lives, those that are getting in a race car for the very first time or those with various levels of
experience and background, have found a home with RUSH; and age doesn't seem to be a
factor either as competitors range in age from early teens through the 60s. From rookies to hall
of famers, RUSH is fitting the bill and achieving their number one goal of "keeping people
racing". Ehrenberg started racing Mini Stocks when he was Since then he's done some hit and
miss racing, but for will compete in the RUSH Sportsman Modifieds joining his older brother
Jordan, who has raced a Sportsman Mod for the past few years. Josh is looking forward to
racing against his big brother this year. A lot of my car this year is because of him. When he
upgraded his car, I ended buying his old parts. Cole Edwards of Kennerdell, Pa. Financially his
father Jason will fund the racing operation, but Cole does what he can to help with the cost by
mowing grass and power washing homes. He and I are building the car right now. One thing is
that he accomplished his goal and that was to get into a Modified. Lucas, who is a freshman at
Sharpsville High School, has been working for the last year at Zero Error Racing where he
machines parts for racecars. This year will be a true family affair for the Canon family. Jim will
also serve as the crew chief while Michele will be there as well to lend her support. During that
time, he was able to win seven features racing at Slippery Rock. Wendell and his mother,
Darlene, will both be involved with Cameron's racing program. Wendell will provide the
financing and be with his son on race day as will his mother, who will provide moral and
physical support. I hope to race and improve and eventually get into a Big-Block Modified.
Eighteen- year-old Jolene Smith hopes to get at least a half dozen races under her belt in her
first year of racing a Sportsman Mod. Even when she comes back she will have weekend
obligations to her base. Jolene raced a Go-Kart for four years before making the step up to a
Modified. His only season of racing came in when he campaigned a Street Stock. Racing in the
Pro Mod series is something Timothy always wanted to do. His dad, Andrew, also raced
Modifieds at Freedom. A good friend, Tim Schram, is also still racing. Forty-two-year-old Victor
Earle, Jr. His father, Victor Sr. I grew up watching dad race. Earle bought his first car in and
raced at Stateline and Eriez in the Pro Stock class. It helps that Earle lives 10 minutes from
McKean and five minutes from Bradford. Having a championship points fund, the insurance, the
contingency prizes, and the payouts I think makes for a great thing. The family includes Dean
and his son Matt. Dean will be the driver this year. It seems like your local average driver can
race because it is not overly expensive. Mike Eschrich of Mt. Other drivers who have been in the
series are really happy with it. Tyler works as a Construction Inspector for National Fuel. The
company is located in Buffalo, but Tyler works out of the Erie office. Carlin began his career at
eight years old in a Go-Kart. He then progressed to a Mini Stock when he was Upon graduation,
he enrolled at University of Northwestern Ohio to major in motorsports. His stepfather, Tim
Schram, had some extra cars that Tyler drove for the Northeast Sportsman Modified division
and then a Street Stock for a few other times. I really like the rules package. Now this year, he
will add a second Pro Mod for his son, Derek. The Pro Mod is a good class and I would rather

get him started with the Modified and not develop bad habits. Our goal was to eventually get
him into a Mod. Tim is also a current racer, driving a UMP Modified. He started in racing a Street
Stock for five years before getting into an E-Mod. The car Derek will drive this season is a Shaw
that Tim used to run before rolling it at McKean. The stuff they gives away is phenomenal. I also
think that the car counts will continue to grow. At 15, Ian raced Mini Stocks kid division for three
years, winning the track championship twice at Bradford. He will also be a contender for the
"Futures Cup" Championship. A special story will feature these new RUSH racers nearer to the
beginning of their individual seasons. In conclusion RUSH's objective of "keeping people
racing" seems to be right on point and flourishing, as an enthusiastic new group of racers join
the RUSH ranks in , and look forward to an exciting season full of excitement and valuable
opportunities! Office phone is Like our various Facebook page and Twitter accounts by
searching for the appropriate divisions. Pulaski, PA RUSH also provides the engine sealing
process on all crate engines at Jennerstown PA Speedway, a track that has continued to
expand its crate engine presence. As an example, eight of the 10 new drivers in the RUSH Sprint
Car division for have never raced a Sprint Car before, although they do have racing experience,
and a couple have never even sat in a Sprint Car. Four of those 10 are all better than a half
century in age, and this includes Rod George, a hall of famer with more than "" Sprint Car
victories, who will be wheeling championship car owner Ted Hull's Sansosti and George are the
only new drivers to have ever driven a Sprint Car. Sansosti started his career as a year-old in
with a "" Sprint Car before upgrading to a "", which he'll also continue to compete in along with
RUSH. Buzzy was a guy who like to have a small motor and race against the guys with the big
motors and compete. Although he will be a novice in a Sprint Car, Bland has raced plenty of
other cars beginning in in a Street Stock. His car will sport the famous Evil Knievel throwback
graphics. We all know how expensive racing has become. I got turned away from the Late
Models because guys were spending tons on their chassis. Nobody wants to go out and race
knowing you are being out spent, and the RUSH Sprints definitely has that under control. At 56
years of age, Bill Watson of Conneaut, Ohio will also be competing in the Sprint Car division for
the season. Hopefully there will be nights when we can race at the same track on the same
night. Since then I've been to some races, but it was last year when I went to a race at Wayne
County that rekindled my interest again. When I heard the '' Sprints hot lapping, I was hooked
once again. I had never felt like that. How could I have stopped following racing and then get
obsessed with racing once again? I began watching the Series when it started in ; it was
awesome! To help him learn more about a Sprint, he watches YouTube videos of drivers
building their race cars. I'm nervous because it's going to be a big learning curve for me.
Though at 56 and from a racing background, the number of races Hover has run is limited.
RUSH has provided another avenue for people to compete. His dad, the late Stan, Sr. His
brother, Stan, Jr. In , I toured for a year with Vic Coffey and Tim McCreadie driving the
transporter and being part of the pit crew. I built the race cars for my brother. The youngest of
the freshman class of Sprint drivers as five of the eight new drivers are in their 50s or beyond.
Add to that, Hamilton is in his very first year in a racecar period. RUSH is a great deal with the
product giveaways for the drivers as well as everything else they do for their drivers. He ended
up winning all types of championships along the Eastern seaboard and then moved up to the
highest class in the Karting world- Unlimited All-Stars. After a nine year hiatus from racing,
Metsger got into the Outlaw Winged Karts and ended up with a championship in that series as
well. He still has three of those cars but plans on selling them off so that he can devote his time
and finances towards the RUSH Sprint series full-time. Young, who lives in Kittanning, Pa. And
after that, there was no racing at all until he decided to compete in the RUSH Sprint Series this
upcoming season. At 36 years of age, Young will be in the same boat as seven of the other
newcomers to the Sprint Division: That is, he has never been in a Sprint Car prior to the start of
this season. I hope to keep improving every season. RUSH seems like its building every year
and obviously they are doing things right. Their sponsors and contingency programs make it
very enticing. It was the expensive sport, not racing" he laughed. Alvater also spent times in
Go-Karts and racing Motocross. Brett Hope is 29 years old and lives in Bleinheim, Ontario,
Canada. His racing career started when he was 17, but was put on hold because of hockey. He
played the sport when he attended Buffalo State and ascended to playing for the Fayetteville
Fire Ants in North Carolina before hanging up his skates. I think it will be a good challenge for
me. His career in racing began in a Go-Kart when he was Late last year he ran a Late Model for
three shows. Herr then took a couple of years off before he decided to save his money and
purchase a Crate Late Model. Herr also received some racing help from Mike Pegher and Chuck
Kennedy. Jeff Reeley of Mt. Reeley started racing Enduros in the s at Lincoln Speedway. He
then moved to a Semi-Late Model in the s at Potomac before ending his racing career in when
his two kids, Tristen and Madison, came along. With only a few starts in a Late Model, will be the

first time in nEarley 20 years that Jeff has got behind the wheel of a racecar. Now with the two
kids wrapping up their careers at Towson University, I have one last hurrah to have some fun
racing. The first form of racing that he and his dad went to were the horses. From there he and
his younger brother, Andrew, raced dirt bikes. That was in middle school and following his
graduation, he entered the Marine Corp, got married, and had two daughters. Last year he got
back into racing sharing driving duties in the Late Model with his brother and the guy who
owned the car, Zack Kane. He does everything for me including working on my shock package. I
think RUSH is a good series and is well organized. If you're a guy trying to get into a racing,
RUSH is definitely the way to go. The couple lives in McDonald, Pennsylvania. RUSH's objective
of "keeping people racing" seems to be right on point and flourishing, as an enthusiastic new
group of racers join the RUSH ranks in , and look forward to an exciting season full of
excitement and valuable opportunities! The February race will be governed by Little rules. To
date, the entry list shows nearly 20 cars confirmed and is steadily trending upward as we inch
closer to the race date. Additional teams have confirmed to Pavement Pounders that they intend
to announce their participation in the coming days, although they have not yet, for a variety of
reasons. The early version of the entry list is headlined by Plymouth, Indiana driver Tyler
Roahrig. He won two of the three events held there and would have to be considered an early
favorite. Lack of participation by Florida drivers last season was contributed to virtually no
non-wing pavement sprint car activity in the state of Florida in recent seasons. He scheduled 5
non-wing events during the month of February to get local teams seat time before the Midwest
drivers arrive next week. LJ Grimm won the January 30 event while the February 6 event was
lost to rain. This weekend will showcase two additional non-wing races beginning Friday night
February With the amount of non-wing pavement sprint car races Showtime is offering over the
next three weeks including March 6 , it almost appears to be a Spring Training of non-wing
pavement sprint car racing for local teams. With the Little also just over three months away, this
is welcome news for local teams also looking to participate in that event as well. Following
todays announcement that the Five-Day Lockdown in Victoria will be completed as of Tickets
remain on sale for this event as well as the Victorian Sprintcar Title on March 13, via the Premier
Speedway website Patrons are reminded that as per the Government Instructions today and
provided nothing changes between now and Saturday February 27, that masks will be required
indoors or at any time when Social Distancing cannot be adhered to. The Board and
Management of Premier Speedway ask that everyone who attends complies with the regulations
that are in place including the extremely important QR Coding. This quick, easy five minute
task, is the security blanket to the whole season continuing so please fill our your details so we
can continue to race on not only February 27 but for the remainder of the season. All intending
Sprintcar competitors are asked to download the entry form from the Premier Speedway
website for the Sprintcar Showdown while the Late Models, V8 Dirt Modifieds and Super Rods
can nominate through their relevant associations. Mother Nature had other plans as the series
was forced to postpone. Wilson hustled from 14th to sixth to earn the Hard Charger Award for
passing the most cars during his debut at Southern Raceway in February He backed that up in
March by scoring a pair of third-place finishes. I think that helps. Wilson invaded East Bay
Raceway Park last weekend for two preliminary nights of the Ronald Laney Memorial King of the
s before the event finale rained out. Wilson was handcuffed by a high pill draw each night. He
moved forward in a heat race on both Thursday and Friday, but ended up narrowly missing a
transfer into the main event by two positions on Thursday and only one spot on Friday. It's one
of those places where it's pretty unique. Florida cars and guys like Tim Shaffer and Mark Smith
that have always been pretty good at East Bay have a knack for that place and usually run pretty
good. Bob Hampshire used to tell me if you unload good you'll probably be good all weekend.
And if you unload and you're bad you can only hope to be okay by the end of the weekend. We
had a little different plan for our setup on Saturday, but it rained out. DNC Hydraulics, which is
headquartered in Rawson, Ohio, is a hydraulic cylinder rebuilder for heavy duty construction
equipment, mill type, crane, scrap metal recycling and large bore and stroke factory cylinders
for various applications and many other industries. For more than 20 years DNC Hydraulics has
been dedicated to serving each customer with the best service and response to their specific
hydraulic repair needs and timelines. DNC Hydraulics strives to continually add and update
machinery and tools to speed up repairs reduce costs improve quality and minimize down times
on customers equipment. Each job is treated the same and evaluated separately so no detail is
missed and the root cause of the problem is identified and corrected. After careful
consideration, the promoters agreed to allow an additional right-rear tire to be used by their
non-wing sprint car competitors. Lining up 12th in the race, Nienhiser would need to finish
inside the Top-6 to keep his night alive. With the car much better underneath him for the semi,
Nienhiser would work his way up to seventh with laps winding down. Taking the white flag on

the outside of a transfer position, Nienhiser would let it all hang out on the final lap as he
executed a final turn pass to move into the opening night feature event. With the track extremely
slick and used up for the feature, lining up in the 21st starting spot would prove to be a tall
order. Doing what he could on the extremely slick surface, Nienhiser would work his way to a
16th place finish. Feeling confident in the semi, Nienhiser would turn in some extremely strong
laps as he was able to win the semi going away, and move into the feature event where he
would grid the field from the 12th starting position. Able to work his way into the Top, Nienhiser
would find himself racing wheel to wheel with some of the best that USAC has to offer until
contact again got Nienhiser out of shape and cost him several positions. Trying to make up the
lost ground, Nienhiser would get into the wall and cut down his right rear tire forcing him into
the work area. They have great equipment, and I am confident I can figure these cars out and be
competitive all year long. As part of the launch, existing subscribers received a two-month
extension on their current plan. The app is available for download on major mobile and
streaming devices, and can also be accessed via an internet browser. Additional information for
both current and new subscribers can be found at From both live and archived race events to
automotive restoration shows, MAVTV Plus will provide nothing but the best motorsports
content. The Bryant Paver Motorsports driver, who is heading into his second year as a full-time
Lucas Oil ASCS National Tour competitor, is adding select ci winged sprint car shows to his
schedule in for the first time. The goal is to make the show both nights and not tear anything up.
The track was heavy and didn't allow a lot of racing early, but it slicked off and gave us some
good racing on Friday. Most importantly, we got some kinks out of the way. Williamson gained a
position to finish third in a heat race on Thursday. A runner-up result in a B Main earned a
transfer into the back of the main event. Williamson gained a few positions early, but the night
ended with a DNF because of a mechanical problem. Friday's action began with Williamson
finishing third in both a heat race and a B Main to again make the main event, which was a feat
given the nearly 50 drivers in attendance. This time the A Main went a bit smoother and
Williamson made the most of it, charging from 25th to 14 th. I think we were a lot better. Then I
got the top rolling during the first part of the feature. Once it blew off we moved down and kept
making up ground. Mid-Mo Equipment, which is based in Columbia, Mo. It's turned into me
driving for him and I'm very grateful for the support throughout the years. Champion Racing
Oils are the choice of champions in racing events nationwide. About Champion Brands, LLC, a
globally recognized industry leader in specialty lubricants for over 65 years. Champion also
produces and blends over products including fuel, oil, engine additives, and lubricants for the
racing, automotive, heavy truck, agricultural, industrial, and specialty markets. For more
information about contact your nearest Champion distributor, or call Champion at Gravel last
raced in Mississippi in February when he won his first career World of Outlaws dash and placed
fifth in the main event at Pike County Speedway in Magnolia - roughly six hours southeast of
this Friday's event. A decade later he is off to a strong start during his first season with Big
Game Motorsports. We're pretty confident on big tracks. Now we're going into short tracks so
it'll be interesting to see where we stack up. We have a good engine program and me and Cody
Jacobs have worked well together so far so it's encouraging. World of Outlaws races in Georgia
and Alabama were cancelled last weekend because of weather, meaning three of the first five
Outlaws shows this year haven't been contested. We're not trying to play catch up. The more we
race the better we'll get, but it's gone well so far and we'll keep building off that. All three nights
are hosted by Huset's Speedway in Brandon, S. There is no charge if teams pre-register prior to
June 1. Fans can also plan ahead by purchasing race tickets at either website. Huset's
Speedway is a dirt oval located in Brandon, S. The track opened in and has undergone a large
renovation within the last few years, making it a premier destination for both marquee racing
events and weekly programs. There will only be a select number of races outside of his home
state and after earning a trio of top 10s during his season-opening tripleheader in Arizona last
month, Scelzi kicks off his campaign in California this Saturday at Keller Auto Speedway in
Hanford. I have four or five victories at the track in my career. It's the track in California that
races the most like the Midwest in my opinion. Scelzi has enjoyed a lot of successful outings at
the dirt oval, where he has earned a handful of victories. His most recent trip to the Winner's
Circle at the track came last October when Scelzi captured the Morrie Williams Memorial after
lining up 11th. Plus, to cap the weekend by charging from 11th to pick up the win was certainly
a confidence boost. Scelzi scored the win, a pair of top fives and a trio of top 10s in four
features that weekend. He also produced a seventh-place showing during a ci winged sprint car
event at Keller Auto Speedway last June. Schoenfeld Headers is the world's largest
manufacturer of circle-track headers. The company also specializes in a variety of high-quality
exhaust parts, including turn-downs, extensions, tubing bends and elbows, race mufflers, insert
mufflers and mandrel bends. Scelzi would like to thank Red Rose Transportation, Inc. With a

little over 40 races scheduled for the race season, consistent runs and top finishes are what the
drivers and teams strive for to lock up the Championship at the end of the season. Last March,
Team Ripper had a plan, and they were ready to tackle the Race season in full force. A few
weeks later, we all were struck with a huge pandemic which cut travel plans and shut everything
down. This is what Flea Ruzic had to say about the season from his viewpoint. We had rookie
Emilio Hoover start the season with us after Florida and it was really nice to watch him start to
develop and gain speed as the year went on. By the end of the season, he was running towards
the front and making good laps. He was running 3rd at the gold crown when the cushion kind of
bit him and he ended up suffering a concussion from that. A few weeks later he was fighting for
2nd in a POWRi west feature and that resulted in another flip. At that point we decided his
health was worth more than a top 10 points finish, and we parked him for the last few races so
he could heal up properly. We tried to run McDougal a few races during the season but he
ended up taking a job as a mechanic for Kevin Thomas Jr. Amber Balcaen and Zach Daum also
ran several races with us. At the end of the season, I got a call from Trey Gropp who was
looking to finish out his rookie year also. The Lincoln, NE. Gropp finished the season with one
win, six top five and nine top ten finishes. Like I said Emilio got going well the last few races
before he got sidelined and trey and I started finding our groove the last few races as well. Trey
just missed making the A at the chili bowl this year. Seeing Neuman win his first championship
and Felker win another championship in cars that we built is really a good feeling. So being at
the races to help these kids develop and seeing our customers have continued success is what
keeps us doing what we do. Flea Ruzic, a man of many traits says he has a lot more to
accomplish in his lifetime and his goals are so close to his fingertips. Me and Steve Reynolds
started Team Ripper from scratch just 2 years ago, so it takes a lot to get to that point. We are
going to keep working hard and keep moving forward. The two-day show will be Friday, March
19th and Saturday, March 20th. Catch Team Ripper at a track near you soon. The Champion
Racing Contingency Program is an all-encompassing marketing program designed to link our
Champion Motor Oils directly to regional and national racers in many sanctioned racing events
in North America. Champion Racing and Performance Products are the choice of champions in
racing events nationwide. Monarch Motor Speedway is located at Kiel Lane in Wichita Falls
Texas, more information such as full track schedule and registration can be found online at
Snyder, owner and founder of Self Made Racing, as well as the executive manager and partner
of Sweeney Chevrolet Buick GMC in Boardman, Ohio, boasts a long and dedicated history in
open wheel competition. We have some fun things in the works again this season. Last year, I
was fortunate enough to have Rico and Danny Dietrich visit our Sweeney location for a meet
and greet. We want to do that again in We are aiming high, and with the added help from people
like Derek Snyder, our goals are never out of reach. Although an exact schedule layout for Sye
Lynch and Sye Lynch Racing is still in the building process, Lynch hopes to unveil a complete
schedule within the next few weeks. I just want to thank all of my partners for their dedication
and support. Our goal is to go out every night and put on a show. Although stepping back from
competition from a full-time basis, Josh Baughman, who finished seventh in the All Star Circuit
of Champions driver standings, will also return to action in The Odessa, Texas-native will
compete in events during the upcoming season; an exact schedule will be determined in the
near future. Contact: altmeyer gmail. Making the transition into micro sprints in , Doney
immediately became a prominent front-runner. Finishing fifth in the restricted class at the Tulsa
Shootout in , Doney would gain the hard charger award in Tulsa the following year. Confident in
his choices to move-up classes, Xavier would race through the B-Feature to qualify for the main
event in just his first night out. Starting twenty-first in an incredibly talented grid would find
Doney wheeling his way through the field to finish night-one with an eleventh placing. Backing
up his debut performance Doney would impress once again with what was in store the very next
night. Winning the B-Feature, Xavier would start seventeenth on the main-field and pass twelve
cars on his way to rounding out the top-five in just his second night in a full-size non-wing
sprint car. Not only would Doney be up to the daunting challenge of three-straight nights of
racing at the Diamond of the Dirt Tracks but would make a statement over the weekend event
with three solid showings of feature-event racing. Proving to have the talent well beyond his
years, Xavier always seems to find successes on the track. Eldon, MO. We are really pleased we
could all come together to make this event happen. Exciting new additions to Lake Ozark
Speedway in will help to ramp-up the excitement of race season with the construction of the
Luxury Suites standing above the grandstands off turn-four. Full speedway details can be found
online at For more information on Lake Ozark Speedway such as points, driver profiles, and
track data visit After the announcement that Heartland Raceway was not going to open this
season we needed to find another venue to complete our calendar. Nyora have completed a lot
of upgrades since we last raced there and we are pumped to be going back. V73 Charles Hunter

currently 2nd in the fight for the Championship has also been on the podium at the last 2 shows
will be looking for another strong result. The name Moule is well recognised at Nyora with Tony
and his Dad before him competing there for many years; and. Supercar champion Cam Waters
will be having his last run with the Series for a little while as the Supercar calendar kicks off at
the end of February. The McQuinn Electrical owned V6 team have been working hard over the
past couple of months running both s and Unfortunately they had engine gremlins last weekend
at Horsham and will be hoping for a more positive night at Nyora. We can guarantee you wheel
to wheel action so make sure you come along and be part of it all. On track action starts at 5.
February 10, â€” Western Midget Racing will be presented by Mike Peckfelder at Masters Design
and Construction for the season, the series announced today. Western Midget Racing has
scheduled 26 races for its stock production 2. Beginning with the Adobe Mountain Raceway
event on March 20, drivers will begin competing for their 12 best finishes across the series. A
driver must compete in at least two races at Ocean Speedway in Watsonville, two races at
Ventura Raceway, and one each at Adobe Mountain and Petaluma Speedway to be eligible for
the championship. The tie breakers will be the number of wins followed by the total number of
starts. Races will have a simplified points format paying points for features only, with 50 points
for first and two points less per position. Drivers who fail to take the green flag for the feature
will earn 10 show-up points. All drivers will earn raffle tickets based on the number of starts
they make throughout the year, earning entries into drawings for both cash and contingency
prizes. A grand prize will be offered to the driver who makes the most starts in the series with
the Road Warrior Award. Additional details will be announced at a later date. Potential road
warrior contingency partners are encouraged to contact Mike McCluney at or mike
westernmidgetracing. For more information on Western Midget Racing, visit them at Marks
timed in 5th, finished 4th in his heat race and 9th in the feature. On night one February 3rd ,
Marks timed in 2nd in his group, finished 4th in his heat race, 3rd in the dash and 5th in the
feature. The following night, Marks timed in quickest in his group, finished 3rd in his heat race
and 5th in the dash. A 12th place finish in the A-main rounded out the All Star competition. On
Friday, February 5th, Marks timed in 20th, finished 2nd in his heat race, 5th in the dash and 8th
in the feature. Race canceled the scheduled event on Saturday, February 6th. The closing event
on Sunday, February 7th, saw the team time in 5th before finishing 3rd in the heat race and 16th
in the feature. Pierson Construction Co. We made the dash three out of four nights in Volusia
and had a top 10 car every night. Couple mistakes out on the track just bit us, including the spin
out in the finale.. The team had planned to follow the Outlaw tour west as they were schedule to
compete at Dixie Speedway near Woodstock, Ga. Short Track on Saturday, February 13th.
Those events have been canceled due to cold weather and precipitation. Check out FloRacing.
Founded in , the Clemens family owned organization has worked to establish a standard of
excellence in short track racing through fielding competitive entries and providing exceptional
exposure for marketing partners. The team is based out of Carlisle, Pennsylvania. CJB
Motorsports would like to thank all of our loyal sponsors and product manufacturers for their
support and great products. Click on the name of the partner below to be taken to their website
for more information. Lining up on the pole of his heat race, Reutzel would cash in on the prime
starting position as he would pick up the win and transfer into the DirtVision Fast Pass Dash, as
well as into the feature event. After finishing eighth in the Dash, the Clute, TX driver would take
the green flag from outside of the fourth row for the first WoO feature event of the season.
Keeping his machine inside the Top for the duration of the race, Reutzel would battle with the
likes of Carson Macedo and Jacob Allen for a spot in the Top-Five. When the checkered flew on
the first feature of the year, Reutzel would come home with a sixth-place finish. Going out
towards the end of time trials, Reutzel would time in 28th fastest before finishing seventh in his
heat race. Moving into the Last Chance Showdown, Reutzel and the Roth Motorsports team
would finish seventh and just narrowly miss out on the transfer into the feature event, however
the team would utilize a Provisional and grid the field from the 25th starting position. Able to
restart form the tail of the field again, Reutzel would go to work and do a great job of carving his
way forward. Able to salvage his feature event, Reutzel earned KSE Racing Hard Charger
Honors as he took the checkered with a 10th place finish after advancing 15th spots from the
start of the race. Hurrying to try and get the race in before the rain came, the first 13 laps would
be completed before the skies opened and forced the race to get suspended. Moving the final 17
laps to Saturday afternoon, Carrick would flex his muscles a little on the extremely slick surface
as he carved his way into the Top and ended up with an eighth-place finish. With clear skies on
Monday, Carrick would get the night started off in heat race action where he would run fourth
and transfer into the feature event. On the lightning-fast surface after all the weather that was
endured, Carrick would pick up what positions he could as passing would prove to be tough.
Working into the Top in the fast-paced feature, Carrick closed the weekend out with a

ninth-place finish. A fourth-place finish in a heat race locked him into a dash and a runner-up
result gave him the third starting spot for the main event. Unfortunately, Sides got hit from
behind on the start of the race. He spun and made contact with the inside wall on the
frontstretch. Sides attempted to restart the race at the back of the field, but pulled into the
infield early with damage. The track got a little slick and we probably didn't keep up as much.
On the start we got spun by another car and tagged the inside wall. We didn't think anything
was wrong and pushed back off, but it didn't feel right. We ended up having a bent front axle.
Sides timed in 16 th quickest in qualifying, but was involved in a wild opening lap crash of his
heat race that resulted in a DNF. Another driver ran into Sides' left front wheel on the start. The
damaged front end was compounded during a vicious three-car crash in turn one. Sides and his
team were able to repair the damage prior to the Last Chance Showdown and a runner-up result
earned a spot into the back of the main event. I'm not sure if a tire was going low. I couldn't run
the bottom anymore and let a few cars get back by. Saturday's race rained out just after
qualifying and the event concluded on Sunday. Sides qualified 10th quickest and placed sixth in
a heat race to lock directly into the main event. He battled just outside the top 10 throughout the
feature before ending 14th. Two races in the South were planned to fill this weekend for Sides
and the World of Outlaws, but weather has forced the cancellation of action on Friday at Dixie
Speedway in Woodstock, Ga. East Coast Logistics, which is based in Australia, incorporated in
and specializes in all transport and logistics requirements. Dave and his family have become
more family than a sponsor. I call him when I just want to talk. His support means a lot. Sides
would also like to thank Wetherington Tractor Service, Inc. There were some good cars there.
When you come out of the box and run decent both nights and compete for a win, it's exactly
what you want. This year marks a back-to-basics style that focuses on simplicity and fun. Both
were featured last weekend as Wilson kicked off the event by advancing from seventh to sixth
place in a heat race on Friday. That locked him into the 15th starting position for the A Main. We
got in a tangled mess to start the feature, but kept on. We went into turn one and four or five
cars got together and stacked up. I was about stalled out and somebody hit me in the back and
got me going so we made it through. We restarted around the same place and worked our way
through the field. We were one of the better cars at the end of the race. Wilson's eight positions
gained were the second most en route to his seventh-place showing. The team continued to
march forward on Saturday, winning a heat race after starting on the outside of the front row.
The feature inversion lined Wilson up third for the main event. When you contend and you're up
front, that's what your goal should be. We got to the lead for a lap or so. It was a good race.
They could just maneuver a little better than we could. When I'd hustle it I'd get over the cushion
and about into the fence. But we were probably as close to Mark Smith as we've been in a while
so that's a positive. Ohio Logistics, which is based in Findlay, Ohio, is a world-class distribution
facility. The company is in 20 locations in five states and has grown into one of the largest
privately held logistics firms in the Upper Midwest. Williamson produced a pair of sprint car
triumphs to highlight a season that featured many standout moments during national and
regional action. The focus is to continue on the strong path with added consistency this
season, which begins this weekend when Williamson will make his debut in Florida. We also
want to get the kinks out before we start points racing. Williamson said the team is preparing to
return to the ASCS National Tour, aiming to top last year's ninth-place finish in the
championship standings. He also anticipates a year of racing with many of the top ci sprint car
drivers in the country will help him adapt quickly this weekend when he sees East Bay Raceway
Park for the first time. And every week we're running with the best drivers. When you run with
the best it gives you confidence at every race you go to. Housby has been a single source
provider of products and services for companies in the ready mix, waste, forestry, heavy
equipment, and highway industries for more than 50 years. Gravel qualified fourth quickest and
won a heat race to advance into a dash. A fifth-place run lined him up on the outside of the fifth
row for the A Main. Gravel advanced into second late in the race before a close call racing with
Sweet cost him several positions. Gravel rebounded to secure the first of four straight
fourth-place outings. Gravel set quick time during qualifying on Thursday prior to a third-place
finish in both a heat race and a dash. He started sixth and advanced two positions in the main
event. Gravel timed in second quickest in qualifying and he finished second in a heat race to
make the dash for the third straight night. This time he drew the second-highest number and
gained one position to place sixth, giving him the sixth starting position for the second
consecutive night. Once again Gravel picked up a pair of positions to garner another
fourth-place showing. Saturday started with a stellar qualifying run as Gravel set quick time, but
rain washed out the remainder of the program just as the heat races were about to begin. You
get to control the start of your race. It makes your life a lot easier. The track went away quickly
thanks to the bright sun and heat, leaving Gravel with the 13th quickest qualifying time. He

finished where he started â€” fifth â€” in a heat race to lock into the 13 th starting position for
the main event. It feels good to rebound. I feel we were rock solid all week. We qualified well
every night that was in our control. Gravel has never raced at Dixie Speedway. He earned his
first career World of Outlaws triumph after starting sixth in the most recent Outlaws event at
Talladega Short Track in October Friday at Dixie Speedway in Woodstock, Ga. Danny Dietrich
caps Florida visit with podium against Outlaws at Volusia. The Sunday night podium put a lid on
a near-perfect program for the former Lincoln Speedway, Williams Grove Speedway, and Central
PA sprint car champion, jump-starting the evening with the fastest time during qualifying time
trials, all before winning his respective heat race. Two A-Main starts equaled back-to-back
top-tens for the Gettysburg, Pennsylvania-native, securing his first top-ten with an impressive
rally from row nine to finish ninth on Wednesday. Dietrich faded to seventh after the initial start,
eventually recovering two spots to secure his top-five statistic. Impressive enough, Dietrich was
forced to complete an engine change before his respective heat race; he would go on to win the
heat in dominating fashion. Initial plans suggested that Danny Dietrich and Gary Kauffman
Racing would make the trip to Georgia and Alabama and join the World of Outlaws during starts
at Dixie Speedway and Talladega Short Track, respectively, but now the team will venture back
to Pennsylvania and prepare for the upcoming Icebreaker at Lincoln Speedway on Saturday,
February Dietrich is the defending Icebreaker champion. Also, be sure to follow Danny Dietrich
online at Watch the World of Outlaws online at Zearfoss, who is now a full-time traveler with the
Greatest Show On Dirt, qualified for all four main events at Volusia, highlighting his extended
and ultra-competitive weekend with an 11th-place performance against the All Stars on
Thursday, February 4, and a 13th-place performance against the World of Outlaws on Sunday,
February 7. Although just missing the top-ten during each of DIRTcar Nationals highlights, the
Jonestown, Pennsylvania-native and World of Outlaws Rookie of the Year contender proved his
ability to power through a field. We know what we are up against, but we are excited for the
chance to race with the best in the world every time we hit the track. Won first-ever feature in
Australia on January 2 at Ellenbrook Speedway. Scored Western Australia Speedweek
championship. Highlighted first weekend as full-time Outlaw with 13th-place finish at Volusia
Speedway Park on February 7. The traditional season opening for both the POWRi Midget series
for a handful of years will still be on the schedule, just a week later. The exclusive home of the
Turnpike Challenge for the previous two years, I now shares the slate with two other iconic
Oklahoma facilities. The two-day event featuring traditional sprint cars is scheduled during the
Saturday and Sunday of Labor Day Weekend in September. So collectively we decided to make
a tough choice and move the race to Silver Dollar Speedway in Chico with help from track
manager Dennis Gage and the Silver Dollar Fairgrounds. Hunt Promotions is hopeful this is just
a temporary move. Hunt Promotions is optimistic to have the race moved back to Calistoga
Speedway in when a clearer direction has been achieved. The tradition of the Louie will live on
at Silver Dollar Speedway for Hunt Promotions is dedicated to host all the events at the Silver
Dollar Fairgrounds that made this a marque event for racing fans who traveled to the Napa
Valley in years past. The popular beer and wine gathering for the fans is also a top priority along
with live music that is played each day. The race honors the legacy of Louie Vermeil, a
co-founder of the Northern Auto Racing Club, who was a leader of sprint car racing not only at
the Calistoga Speedway but throughout Northern California for multiple decades. Tickets for
this event go on sale April 1st. Fans can reserve their seats by calling on April 1st. Camping for
this weekend is also available. To reserve a camping spot please call the track office at That
event kicks off September 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th. Adding some extra spice and excitement to
the program for the Sprintcars will be a random draw, with one finishing position in the A-Main
being drawn. The Late Models and V8 Dirt Modifieds are two of the Divisions to have
experienced delayed starts to their Seasons, due to the restrictions of the COVID Pandemic,
however some entertaining racing will also be featured by these divisions on the night. On-line
ticket sales for each of the two race meetings, will cease at midnight the night before each
event, with social distancing rules and seating plans again in place. Sprintcar Showdown
competitor entry forms are also available on the Premier Speedway website for download.
Schatz highlights Florida trip with victory against All Stars, podium with Outlaws. The dynamic
of the track changes so much. I went wherever I had to go. The runner-up result was nearly a
victory for Schatz, but a big move by Logan Schuchart with two circuits remaining forced the
ten-time Outlaws champ to settle with one spot lower on the podium. Schatz led laps , getting
by Brad Sweet to take command initially before surrendering the top spot. Donny Schatz was
well on his way to a victory on Sunday night at Volusia when disaster struck, forcing the familiar
No. A heat race runner-up finish and a dash win allowed Schatz to start the DIRTcar Nationals
sprint car finale from the pole and that is exactly where he stayed for 28 circuits, all before
internal issues forced Schatz to go to the work area. The team fixed the issue quickly and

returned, but time was short; Schatz finished 15th. Schatz will enter the pair eighth in the
current championship standings, trailing championship leader, Logan Schuchart, by 32
markers. Broadcast Coverage: Watch the World of Outlaws online at Donny Schatz: Web: Tony
Stewart Racing: Web: The 19th annual event promoted by Len Sammons inside the famous
Boardwalk Hall had originally been planned for January 29th and 30th. The race weekend was
then postponed a month to the end of February in hopes that conditions would improve and
restrictions be loosened allowing the event to held. However, strict New Jersey State gathering
restrictions have remained in place for large seating indoor arenas. Phil Murphy announced
plans loosen gathering limits, however the new restrictions still do not allow an event the
magnitude of the Indoor Races to be held. The Governor, however, did not remove or lessen a
cap on the indoor gathering size which remains at people. Dates for all four ventures will be
announced in the coming weeks. They are expected to be on the same, or close to the same,
weekends as planned in The closure of the Fairgrounds was announced 24 hours before racing
was scheduled to begin that Friday night and it has yet to open. Indoor racing in Atlantic City, N.
Andy Jankowiak of Tonawanda, N. To keep up with all the latest news on the series keep
checking in at Daniel's career-best run at the oval came during the World of Outlaws season
opener last year when he charged from 26th to 15 th. The 11 positions gained was tied for the
most cars passed. I'm excited to see that growth throughout our second season thanks to our
great marketing partners like Black Mask Divers. Black Mask Divers has taken more than 20
years of public safety and rescue diving experience and translated it into the best diving apparel
and gear you can buy for the most demanding dives. Tharp and Fresno Truck Center for their
continued support. The race will be the first for the Yucca Valley, California based driver since
last November. On Saturday, the former United States Army Explosive Ordinance Disposal team
leader will be making his second appearance in less than six months at the track located in
Casa Grande, Arizona. Unfortunately, his last appearance was brief when something broke in
the drive train last September. To be knocked out of the show just after unloading the car was
so disappointing. Especially after the long drive to get there. We have gone over everything with
a fine-tooth comb for this weekend so that does not happen again. Like , Dyer has an ambitious
racing schedule planned for Hopefully, things will unfold differently this year and the Covid
crisis will not have as severe affect as it did in If those nights are not enough, Dyer will also
serve as crew chief for his year-old son, Seth, at Wheel2Wheel Raceway in Victorville. After a
decent freshman campaign at W2W, Seth is jumping up to the Intermediate Speedway Sprint
Class where his car will be powered by a fire breathing Jawa cc Speedway engine. Starting
Saturday and carrying on throughout the campaign, Jeff will be racing in memory of his
grandfather Glenn Sels. Dyer Motorsports would like to thank the following sponsors for making
the racing season possible. If you would like to be a part of the team in , call or send an E-mail
to the contact information at the top of this page. This release was produced by Scott Daloisio
mailto:sdaloisiosports gmail. The Club is rich in history and has been around since the 60s with
the actual track opening in For us to be a part of such a tradition in fantastic. We have had
numerous different drivers on the podium over the years and the racing is always guaranteed to
be close and fast. This coming Saturday will no doubt be the same with the nominations still
rolling in. V73 Charles Hunter gets quicker and quicker each time he hits the track in his
showing just why he picked up 2nd place in the Australian Championship. Enderl has been
busy over the Christmas period running his at all the major events. The team have put their
engine back in for this weekend. The McQuinn Electrical owned V6 team have been working
hard to ensure their driver gets comfortable in the car quickly. On track action starts at 6. Tony
Stewart: Web: Just as Reutzel and his previous Baughman-Reutzel Motorsports team hit the
ground running with victories right away and three consecutive All Star Circuit of Champions
titles, Reutzel made his way to victory lane in the first handful of starts aboard the Roth No. You
can also e-mail Aaron at aaronreutzel yahoo. If you would like Aaron Reutzel Racing press
releases e-mailed directly to you, send your e-mail address to Lonnie Wheatley at
lonniewheatley gmail. This full synthetic motor oil is proven to provide better protection with
more horsepower and torque than other leading brands of motor oil. The unique combustion
chambers are no longer truly hemispherical. They use a coil-on-plug distributor-less ignition
system and two spark-plugs per cylinder to shorten flame travel leading to more consistent
combustion and reduced emissions. It featured a 6. In , Mopar announced that it would sell it as
a crate engine under the name Hellcrate. A Redeye version with hp debuted in the Dodge
Challenger in , followed by the Dodge Charger in It is fitted with a larger twin-screw
supercharger, as well as reinforced reciprocating components, a new camshaft, and several
other valvetrain upgrades. With these improvements, the Challenger SRT Demon is rated at
horsepower on octane pump gasoline, and horsepower when running on octane unleaded
racing gasoline. The full synthetic formula provides lower coefficient of friction than

conventional or synthetic blend motor oils. Plus offers film strength and viscosity stability at
higher temperatures with less drag, provides upper cylinder anti-wear protection, and reduces
operating temperature for better piston ring seal for maximum compression, and increased the
foot-pounds of torque. This robust formula also includes protection properties for cams, lifters,
push rods, wrist pins, distributor gears, bearings, etc. All seats are reserved. Click here to order
tickets online or call the ticket office at Reservations can be made, starting Monday, March 8, by
calling the ticket office at Horsepower Inc. The Horsepower Inc. The traditional Best Appearing
Car Award will also honor the best paint scheme overall. Throwback paint schemes will be
eligible for this award as well. Sponsors are included in a billboard at the track and in a
Nationals program ad. Each sponsor will also be featured individually on our social media
accounts in the days leading into the event. Partnering with a driver that has over wins will be a
great way to get our name in front of that market and have them wanting to try one of our seven
great tasting flavors. Rowdy Energy helped me stay hydrated and focused during my
pre-season training and I know that having a supply of the product on hand will keep everyone
at Brian Brown Racing energized as we travel the country this year. I look forward to sharing a
Rowdy Energy with fans and racing enthusiasts at every stop along the way. With a focus on
wellness for longevity in his career and life, Kyle Busch, the accomplished driver aptly
nicknamed "Rowdy" for his will to win at all costs, created Rowdy Energy with a proprietary
Enhanced Energy Formula. Comprised of precise time-released caffeine, sugar reduction
ingredients, amazing taste and hydration levels above leading sports drinks, Rowdy Energy is a
"better for you" product. Specifically formulated for your needs to accomplish any challenge
thrown your way and to be your most effective self. Rowdy Energy seeks to support those that
embody a spirit of high performance, not just all-star athletes but the weekend warrior,
superhero mom, the ambitious college student, the men and women in uniform. Rowdy Energy
is currently available in seven flavors, including five sugar free options that are KETO certified.
Brian Brown, who is the owner and driver, has amassed more than feature career victories in
multiple states and four track championships at the famed Knoxville Raceway in Knoxville,
Iowa. The team was born in Reutzel was stout all weekend in Georgia as he was able to kick the
weekend off with a second-place finish to open things up on Friday night as he chased Donny
Schatz across the stripe. Overall Friday night went well for the Texan as he would time in fifth
overall in time trials, before racing his way to a third-place finish in his heat race, and a fourth
place result in his Dash. Saturday night saw Reutzel get off to a bit of a slow start, but it would
ultimately put him in position to set himself up for a strong night. Timing in 10th fastest overall
and third fastest in his time trials group, Reutzel would line up on the front row of his heat race.
Storming to a heat race win, Reutzel would punch his ticket into the Dash where he would line
up on the pole of Dash No. Running second in the Dash, Reutzel would take the green flag from
the fourth starting position and felt that he had a very strong entry under him heading into the
feature event. Spending much of the first half of the race running in the third position, Reutzel
really came on strong during the closing stanzas of the feature as he worked into the second
position on the 18th lap and began chasing after Sheldon Haudenschild. Keeping pace with
Haudenschild for four laps, lap 25 saw the World of Outlaws Rookie of the Year contender make
his move and take over the race lead. The Outlaws will hit it hard during the month of February,
next setting aim on a pair of stops in Georgia and Alabama on February Regardless, it was a
good way to shake some rust off before our Outlaw season gets going on Friday. Zearfoss
launched his year aboard the BZR No. Despite a tough start to his year, the reigning Western
Australia Speedweek champion will enter his rookie campaign with the Greatest Show On Dirt
with a full head of steam. Our goal is to represent all of our partners at the highest level
possible. February 1, â€” Danny Dietrich and Gary Kauffman Racing are pleased to unveil their
new and improved online home, available now to explore at He was the mastermind behind the
entire project and he did a really nice job. It will be business as usual for Justin Whittall and JW
Motorsports upon their return from Florida, eventually transferring their focus to weekly action
in Central Pennsylvania. Whittall will plant much of his focus around action at Port Royal
Speedway and Williams Grove Speedway, with additional stops in the mix at tracks such as
Lincoln Speedway and Selinsgrove Speedway. The team will also participate in sprint car events
at Bridgeport Speedway in Bridgeport, New Jersey â€” just an hour from their Vincentown
headquarters. Fans should keep up with Justin Whittall on the Web at Climbed from 22nd to
11th at Port Royal Speedway on June Finished tenth at Lincoln Speedway on Saturday, August
Finished fifth during action at Selinsgrove Speedway on Saturday, July Veteran sprint car driver
Scott Bogucki will operate his winged sprint car program out of the BPM shop in Missouri and
will serve as a racing mentor for rising star Garet Williamson, who earned a top finish in the
Lucas Oil ASCS National Tour championship standings last year during his rookie season. We'll
be at a lot of the same shows so I'm looking forward to us working together. Bryant Paver

Motorsports will be a sponsor on Bogucki's race car. Both teams currently plan on racing full
time with the ASCS National Tour while adding select ci sprint car shows into the schedule this
year. It will also financially help my team to allow us to race more. I want to race the more than I
have in quite a few years. My team hasn't changed, but we'll be housed in Missouri with Bryant's
support. We still have great support from SawBlade. Williamson will participate in several ci
winged sprint car races in for the first time. Bogucki enjoyed success during several starts in
the division last year, highlighted by a third-place result during his debut with the Ollie's
Bargain Outlet All Star Circuit of Champions. I'm really excited to race the when the opportunity
presents itself. February 2, Seeing off-season hustle become success was Sam Hafertepe, Jr.
Positioned on the right of the front row, a snag in traffic during the Friday opener relegated Sam
to a fifth-place finish. Coming back Saturday, the Texas shoe was eighth fastest to start the
night off with his Heat and Dash results setting him third in the A-Feature. For continued
updates on Sam Hafertepe, Jr. Events: 4; Wins -0; Top 5 â€” 1; Top 10 â€” 2; Top 20 â€” 2;.
Motorsports Complex. From there, driver Brent Marks finished 1st in his heat race and 11th in
the feature. The following night, Marks timed in 25th, finished 8th in the heat race, went from
12th to 8th in the B-main and then finished 17th in the A-main. There were a couple instances
that were out of our control that hurt our night on Saturday but we learned and will move on to
East Bay and Volusia. Both are very fun tracks to race on and will help us continue to build our
foundation for the year. Two of which will be with the All Stars. It gives us an opportunity to just
go race and get back to enjoying it. Since , independent tire dealers and distributors have
trusted Hercules to deliver outstanding quality, exceptional support and unsurpassed value.
The track recently announced the addition of seats to extend the top rows for fans. Reserved
seats for both events are available by going to The Propane. Due to the on-going pandemic,
fans and race teams should visit Friday, Aug. Friday, Sept. After topping his qualifying group
McFadden won both of his heat races before winning the non-stop 30 lap finale, defeating Matt
Egel and Daniel Pestka. Its pretty cool to see the cars parked up against the fence and the fans
just enjoying a fun night out. I really wanted to run this race. This place is giving it a real good
crack trying to run good paying Sprintcar races. Even though the track took rubber you could
still move around and try different lines, so the track was a lot of fun out there. For Egel it was a
case of what could have been as he charged late, but he simply ran out of laps to claim his third
Whyalla feature race victory of the season. That race went fast. After leading the opening 14
laps Pestka would eventually finish third, a result that enabled him to finish second in the
Sprintcar Super Series and first overall in the three round Sprintcars SA Country Tri-Series. In
what a great battle between four drivers it was David Murcott who round out the top four after
getting the better of Jessie Attard, defending Champion Lachlan McHugh and Marcus Dumesny.
Even though they were racing outside the podium places they were racing extremely hard
swapping positions regularly. Dumesny would set the fastest lap of race with a lap of The
opening round of heats saw the fastest drivers in qualifying start up front with McFadden and
Pestka easily winning the two heats in the opening round. The second round saw an inverted
six with McFadden providing the highlight of the night as he charged from position six to win,
utilising the top of the track to execute some exciting passes. Austin McDonald, who was in a
brand-new chassis after a crash at Murray Bridge during the SA Speedweek was extremely
unlucky as McFadden made the winning pass on the final corner winning the heat by. After a
poor qualifying effort McHugh started from the front row in heat 4 and went on to win ahead of
Jessie Attard and Adrian Cottrell. W17 James McFadden , 2. S27 Daniel Pestka , 3. N47 Marcus
Dumesny , 4. S52 Matt Egel , 5. N53 Jessie Attard, 6. NQ7 Lachlan McHugh , 7. T22 Jock
Goodyer , 8. S97 David Murcott , 9. S19 Brad Keller , S63 Ryan Jones S27 Daniel Pestka , 2. S85
Austin McDonald , 3. S70 Max Vidau W17 James McFadden, 2. S52 Matt Egel, 3. S27 Daniel
Pestka, 4. S97 David Murcott, 5. NQ7 Lachlan McHugh, 7. N47 Marcus Dumesny, 8. S4 Lisa
Walker, 9. S70 Max Vidau, S85 Austin McDonald, S38 Lachlan McDonough, S41 Adrian Cottrell,
These guys have been digging and working as hard as they can to get the car better. All of
these preseason races are great for us because it gives us an opportunity to try some things.
Everybody has worked really hard at the shop. I took it upon myself to make sure I'm in the best
shape of my life as well. I took the exercising and training as serious as ever and went the extra
mile. As you get older you have to stay in better shape, especially for these longer races. I feel
like we've done that and everything we've done this winter is important. To keep all of our
components together with Chad, Nate and my dad, and all of our partners as well as some new
ones, is great. The main thing is keeping everybody together and hoping that all of the pieces
add up for a solid year. We're still trying to get our first win at the track. We ended last year in
Charlotte on a high note with some things that we think will help our program. With Charlie
Garrett I feel we have the best engines in the country. With that said your car still has to go
around the corner. We're going back through our notes and going through every detail. We were

really good there for a few years, but we've been off the last couple of years. We want to start
off strong in Volusia. Casey's General Stores is a Fortune company operating over 2,
convenience stores in 16 states. Founded more than 50 years ago, the company has grown to
become the fourth-largest convenience store retailer and the fifth-largest pizza chain in the
United States. Often located in the heart of its communities, Casey's General Stores provides
freshly prepared foods, quality gasoline, and friendly service at every location. Guests can
enjoy famous, made-from-scratch pizza, donuts, other assorted bakery items, and at select
stores Casey's made-to-order sub sandwiches. FVP is built on a commitment to quality and
delivered with unmatched service. FVP products are specifically engineered to provide OE
quality that is equal or superior in performance to national brands at a competitive price. The
FVP brand started with competitively priced OEM quality batteries, filters, and radiators for cars,
trucks and specialty vehicles. FVP also offers a wide array of condensers, hub assemblies,
motor oil, oil filters, cabin air filters, fuel filters, transmission filters, antifreeze, DEF, and
chemicals. FVP products are verified, proven, and built to the industry's highest quality
standards. Impact Signs, Awnings, Wraps is a full-service provider of signs, awnings and
wraps. The company, which was established in and has locations in Sedalia, Mo. They always
do an outstanding job on every project. Brian Brown, who is the owner and driver, has amassed
more than feature victories and three track championships at the famed Knoxville Raceway in
Knoxville, Iowa, since the team was created in Johnson has been selected to drive for
Goodnight Racing Feb. I'm going there with no expectations. I've never been to Florida and I've
ran with Goodnight Racing a limited number of times, but I do feel confident. I've worked with
Scott Benic in the past. We've been able to work well together. To keep building on what we've
accomplished in the past is exciting. They are a great group of guys so it's a good opportunity.
Auto Speedway and Indiana Sprint Week, as well as a single weekend behind the wheel of the
Goodnight Racing non-wing sprint car. I'm looking forward to doing that again in Ocala. A
practice night on Feb. Tickets will be available at the gate on race day. No pre-order is
necessary. Stanley A. Lobitz Jr. Born in Hazleton, he was the son of the late Stanley A. Stan was
a member of Good Shepherd Church, Drums. Preceding him in death, in addition to his parents,
were a brother, James Lobitz; and an infant sister, Ann Regis. Surviving are his wife, the former
Mary Ellen Yanek, at home; sons, Dr. After attending the Culinary Institute of America, he joined
his father, mother and brother at Lobitz Catering Service and this became his lifelong vocation.
Many people will remember chatting with him at Friday night dances, at the carving station at
the Friday night buffet or sharing a cup of coffee in the Hawaiian Room. It would be impossible
to estimate the number of people whose lives he touched by catering their weddings, funerals,
showers, banquets and holiday parties. Stan was a true, generous and loyal friend to many,
once he called you friend, you were a friend for life. Many of his dearest friends knew him from
his great passion: cars. He loved all cars, beginning all those years ago with drag racing at the
Forty Fort Airport and local hot rod clubs and finally with the world of Open Wheel Racing,
which is where his heart belonged. His support of the Eastern Museum of Motor Racing and the
American Racing Drivers Club and his expansive collection of cars and racing memorabilia
were among his proudest accomplishments. Even more impressive was his vast knowledge of
the sport's history, which he was always happy to share. Junior taught us much, both by word
and example. He showed us that there is nothing you can't do if you set your mind to it. He
could build or make anything with his hands, and in fact, was instrumental in designing and
building Lobitz's from a one room milk bar, into a vast 2, person banquet facility, including the
Safari, Mexican, Hawaiian, International and Fountain rooms. He could repair or restore
anything, he could solve any problem. He never said no to a friend in need. His help came
swiftly and without judgment; no matter what you dreamt up, he could make it possible. He
would try anything once, and loved an adventure, near or far. He was always at the ready to hop
into his trusty black Suburban and hit the road. He loved companionship and being surrounded
by people. He was a consummate storyteller; and had a sly, irreverent sense of humor. He loved
talking on the phone with his friends from across the world. He was quick to laugh, but was also
quick to weep. He loved the simple pleasures, such as sharing a good meal, or having a smoke.
He appreciated talent in all of its forms - from works of art to the simple beauty of nature. In his
younger days, he and his father would often show up at home with a new animal to add to the
menagerie; from countless dogs, to a baby geese, peacocks, horses, a wild boar, a rattlesnake
and even a jaguar cub. He was in all ways larger than life. Whether you knew him as Mr. Lobitz,
Stanley, Stan or Stashu or Junior or Jun or Dad or Bumpy or uncle or maybe even the Polish
Prince of Auto Racing, he was likely to have made a significant impact on you due to his large
and commanding presence. Many people have reached out to express their own sense of loss
at his death, remembering his mentorship, his friendship, his sense of humor, and generosity.
Our grief is shared by many, and Stanley Lobitz would have loved knowing how much he is

loved and missed. He struggled to leave this life, because he took such pleasure in living it.
Wilmot Raceway has a lot of big events jammed into just over four months, and we have done
our best to bring as many big events, featuring both national and regional racing series, to our
wide third-mile as well as hosting some of the best local racers in the country, providing a wide
variety of racing entertainment for our fans, sponsors, and racers. There is a lot of demand from
various series, and different classes that want to race at Wilmot. In recent years, IRA in
conjunction with Wilmot Raceway developed the AutoMeter Wisconsin wingLESS Sprints, and
the growth of that idea has become one of the biggest success stories in the short track racing
industry in recent years, and the class has become the staple of Wilmot, being on the schedule
on all but one date. The Modifiedsare a big part of Wilmot Raceway. The Bandit class grew
substantially last year, providing some great racing, and bringing fun to the track each
appearance. Both classes play a significant role again at Wilmot in The mighty Badger Midgets
will return for their annual Harry Turner Classic, and combining them this year with the
wingLESS class should create an outstanding open wheel event. Look for other announcements
regarding these special events. Wilmot Raceway will be announcing a date soon to honor those
who accomplished so much in , so please stay tunedâ€¦. We have plans to have practices in
April, as soon as weather allows. When Bethany Speedway reopened in there were a lot of
questions as to how long it would last and what would happen. Several drivers commented that
if the track made it they would consider switching over to run under the IMCA rule package.
Well, it's three years later and Bethany Speedway is looking at its fourth straight season in The
first three seasons have seen growing numbers each year in the grandstands and pits. In , car
counts were so big at times that the track recorded two of its three biggest car counts ever,
including the Northwest Missouri State Fair that has been sold out the last three times. Drivers
from all over the country have raced at Bethany in the three years since reopening, states like,
California, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Colorado, Texas, New Mexico and even a driver from
Canada. Drivers as young as 13 years old have raced, along with veterans and retired drivers
who haven't raced there since the 's who came out of retirement. There are currently 10 race
dates on the schedule. This full synthetic motor oil is proven to provide more horsepower and
torque than other leading brands of oil for older vehicles. Plus offers film strength and viscosity
stability of thicker mono-grades at higher temperatures with less drag, provides upper cylinder
anti-wear protection, and reduces operating temperature. This proprietary technology delivers
unmatched film strength at high temperature, better piston ring seal for maximum compression,
and increases the foot-pounds of torque in most engines. This top-tier oil addresses the
potential of flat tappet camshaft failures found in older gasoline motors. The problem started
years ago when oil companies began producing oils with a reduction in the anti-wear additive
packages and noticed flat tappet camshaft and lifter failures. This class of additives delivers the
anti-wear film necessary to protect metal parts under mixed lubrication where metal-to metal
contact can occur. They function by adhering to the metal in the engine and are activated as
metal-to-metal contact causes temperatures and pressures to rise. The result is a smooth,
glass-like surface that provides excellent protection of metal components. This sacrificial
coating prevents metal to metal contact, which reduces friction and wear. All key protection
properties for cams, lifters, push rods, wrist pins, distributor gears, bearings, etc. ZDDP is also
provides an excellent anti-oxidant and work synergistically with other additives found in engine
oils. Along with its stability it activates at differing temperatures and pressures. Engine
builders, and enthusiasts can now feel assured of using the right oil for their hot rods muscle
cars, antique cars, trucks and vintage boats to protect the flat tappet camshafts. The full
synthetic 15w viscosity range will work with older, high compression engine and their larger
clearances. They say the cream rises to the top and James McFadden again proved to be the
man to beat at Whyalla in South Australia on Saturday night as the curtain came down on the
Speedway Australia Super Series. The Whyalla round also doubled as the South Australian
Sprintcar Title with McFadden adding that crown to his long list of achievements after he led
home Matt Egel and Daniel Pestka who also enjoyed a strong showing throughout the Super
Series. January 29, â€” It is a new year with a new team for Aaron Reutzel. Reutzel and the Roth
Motorsports No. Reutzel raced his way into the redraw during all three Wild Wing Shootout
nights, drawing the front row outside on Friday before pulling the third row outside on both
Saturday and Sunday. Reutzel contended in each event, posting a fourth-place finish on Friday
night before finishes of seventh on Saturday and eighth on Sunday. A flat right front tire ended
his run for a second consecutive Chili Bowl main event start. Reutzel gets another weekend of
getting the Roth Motorsports No. Those unable to attend can watch live on Lein, who has been
attending races at Angell Park Speedway since he was a child in the s, has been involved at the
track over the years as a driver, crew chief and car owner. Lars Lein, his father, was the Badger
Midget champion and competed at Angell Park Speedway for a couple of decades. When the

gates are open, we want people to know they are welcome and that the track is the place to be
on a Sunday night. Their roots and history at Angell Park run deep. SLS Promotions along with
Hans Lein have a proven track record of honesty and integrity and we are honored to have them
on our team. The tentative schedule has 10 dates, with the opener set for Sunday, May Badger
has sanctioned midget racing at Angell Park Speedway since The tradition of Sunday night
midget racing at Angell Park began in when lights were installed at the track for the first time.
To be back up and running will bring a sense of normalcy back for the racers and fans. It will be
a full-points show for the regular classes at the high-banked oval. The inaugural Huset's 50 runs
June Teams will then have a day off and can travel a little more than an hour east along I before
arriving at Jackson Motorplex, which hosts the 43 rd annual AGCO Jackson Nationals June
Race tickets are also on sale by visiting the Huset's Speedway and Jackson Motorplex
websites. Fans can look forward to a hauler parade on Wednesday, June 23, throughout
downtown Jackson followed by the Fan Fest at the track. There will be live music from
HickTown Mafia. Additional entertainment throughout the week will be announced during the
coming months. In all, a total of 27 events are set to take place creating one of the largest
schedules in recent Badger Midget Series history. The heart of the season will be anchored by
two traditional Badger Midget series staples, one a more recent tradition and the other a
long-standing year cornerstone. It will close with the 39th annual Pepsi Midget Nationals now
back to its traditional Labor Day weekend date on Sunday, September 5 with a rain date of
Monday, September 6. The Davenport Speedway, located in the hometown of legendary midget
racers and former Badger Midget competitors Mel and Don Kenyon, will host a midget race for
the first time in decades on Friday, May Stay tuned to the Badger Midget Series website at The
PA Sprint Series found a way to hold its awards banquet â€” just as it had been able to race 28
times last year despite COVID restrictions and concerns â€” and it honored Champion Garrett
Bard and other top finishers from that against-the-odds successful season. Drivers Johnny
Scarborough of Bomoseen, Vt. The banquet was held January 23 at the Mechanicsburg Club,
which afforded enough space to socially distance tables. Speedway, co-sanctioned with the
Mid-Atlantic Sprint Series. Racing moves to Lincoln Speedway the next night. Nearly 50 races
fill the schedule. PASS was one of the earliest members of the RaceSaver Sprint movement,
which seeks to provide sprint car rules that make the sport both affordable to participants and
exciting to fans. It held its first season of racing in Approximately teams compete in RaceSaver
events nationally, and more than of them took part in at least one PASS race last year.
Additional event and entry information will be available soon as details are finalized. Lubbock
Wrecker Service has over 50 years of collective experience providing heavy duty, medium duty,
and light vehicle towing. Their licensed, bonded, insured drivers are true professionals to
handle all your towing needs, no matter the size. Whether you need a vehicle towed just for
removal, or if you need an emergency wrecker, Lubbock Wrecker Service has two locations to
serve you. More information regarding Lubbock Wrecker Service is available at For more
information, contact track manager Tommie Estes, Jr. Premier Speedway remains hopeful that
all facets of the Classic will be able to return in January with key elements of the weekend
including the Classic Breakfast and the Fan Appreciation Day earmarked for return. In fairness
to our visiting race teams and the fans that converge on Premier Speedway each-and-every year
for the Classic festivities, we would like to announce our dates so that those wishing to attend
can make provision for accommodation bookings and the like well ahead of time. Please be
mindful that we do need to remain diligent in staying safe and adhering to the guidelines we
have in place, so please check that your accommodation providers have a cancellation policy
should further outbreaks, or a reluctance from the Government to ease restrictions have an
impact on the staging of the South West Conveyancing 49th Grand Annual Sprintcar Classic.
Patrons are advised that ticket sales will not commence until late October to coincide with the
start of the season and to allow for confirmation that the Classic can proceed unimpeded. Free
Lunch Saturday! Almost Everything is on Sale! Gates will open at am and close at pm. This
annual event draws a big crowd, so plan to get there early to shop, swap, or sell and get the
best deals! FREE Lunch! We will have hot dogs outside and tacos inside! Mark Your Calendars!
Safety first! Pit Pay provides its users â€” racers, crew members and other attendees â€” with a
simple, hassle-free experience in the app and at the track. Pit Pay users can quickly and easily
purchase pit passes in advance using the app. Pit Pay implements a contactless waiver
signature and payment system for pit entry and helps minimize lines, which is more critical than
ever in the current environment. Placerville will be the first track in California to utilize our
technology, so we are looking forward to working with them and improving the experience for
their participants. The Pit Pay app organizes and simplifies the sign-in process, helping tracks
get their participants into the pits quickly and efficiently, even at the largest events. Once they
arrive at the track, users proceed directly to the dedicated Pit Pay check-in area, present the

mobile pit pass on their device and receive their armband or credential, saving valuable time
standing in line, signing waivers and exchanging cash. They can then purchase passes for
Placerville Speedway events, signing all waivers electronically. The COVID release form will
also be available on the app, eliminating the need to print it out for each event. Those without
smart phones can still pay and sign in the traditional way when they arrive at the speedway.
Join over 13, followers of Placerville Speedway on Facebook, where you can keep abreast of
updates for the season. In addition, Placerville Speedway is also on Instagram. Please follow us
PvilleSpeedway. The quarter-mile clay oval is operated by Russell Motorsports Incorporated,
which can be reached at the track business office at Contact Kami Arnold or Scott Russell
directly for sponsorship opportunities at the office. We believe our commitment to a robust
schedule with grassroots sensibilities and customer service will help this place thrive. The
schedule kicks off Feb. Tickets go on sale Feb. Additional information, including entry and
parking, will be released at that time. A major commitment for local racers will be take place
from June through August with the Texas Monday Series. Working as a good neighbor by not
booking on top of local schedules, the Texas Monday Series seeks to highlight the best of the
area with an aggressive production and unprecedented promotion of the series racers. Open
Modifieds, Limited Modifieds, and Factory Stocks will be the regulars highlighted with a
once-a-month invitational class. Information on these events will be released in the coming
weeks via texasdirttrack. All of the X. Keep up with all the latest news and information on the
speedway website and TMS mobile app. Anchoring the weekly schedule will be non-wing sprint
cars, UMP-style modifieds, street stocks and hornets. In addition to releasing the schedule,
promoter Jerry Gappens announced he has extended his lease with track owner Jack Himelick.
Double Down, the biggest non-sanctioned non-wing sprint car event in the region, takes place
Friday night, Aug. Additional midget racing will also be well represented at Gas City this
season. Races are set for May 7, July 9 and Oct. The pull features various classes of trucks and
tractors. On Aug. The season concludes with the third annual Fall Festival of Speed, which will
feature seven divisions of racing on Friday and Saturday, Oct. This event has grown to include
the inaugural Non-Wing Nationals for sprint cars in While Ballou is ready to go, he does site that
he has sponsorship opportunities available for the full slate of USAC events, as well as a
projected events in his winged car. Typically known to keep a low profile both on and off the
track, Ballou Motorsports does have a noteworthy resume that boasts some impressive
accolades that are marketable though he hopes to add to those accolades in the season ahead.
With a Series Championship to his credit to go along with the Indiana Sprint Week Title, Ballou
has won numerous races over the years, and looks to get back to those winning ways in with a
clean bill of health. Petersen Media utilizes multiple tactics to help you reach your intended
audience, and boost awareness. For more information contact sales petersenmediainc. With
Love also having other commitments, Cox Racing is looking to expand on their race-ready
program with different driving packages opportunities available. While we are excited to have
him back, we are excited to hopefully bring in some more young talent and have them work with
Rodney Tiner. Getting to travel was really beneficial, and even though we had some up and
downs getting to some new venues, but it has me eager to get started this year. As schedules
continue to come out, any interested parties are encouraged to reach out to Justyn Cox at I
have to send a big thank you to Dennis and Teresa Roth for this opportunity and providing us
the equipment to make the transition into this car as smooth as possible. The curtain rose on
the season on Friday night at Arizona Speedway for the first of three nights of action during the
inaugural Wild Wing Shootout. Reutzel would show no signs of rust early in the night as he
timed in third quickest in time trials before finishing second in his heat race. Amal Carburettor
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Article number. Sort by Title Article number Price Manufacturer. Order Asc Desc. Items per page
5 10 25 50 Price incl. Brough Superior Mod. Trials or Scrambles. BSA Mudguard rear 19" with
Rib. A65, front Mudguard. Catalina Mudguard Chrome 21". Front Mudguard Chrome. Front
Mudguard Steel. Front mudguard Universal. Matchless Front Mudguard Mudguard 10cm 19"
front and Back. Mudguard 12,5 cm. Mudguard 13 cm. Mudguard 14cm wide. Mudguard 5" front
Chrome NOS. Mudguard Chrome. Mudguard Chrome nos. Mudguard front, Steel. Mudguard nos.
Mudguard NOS. Mudguard NOS outside bead. Mudguard Steel nos. Mudguard universal, front.
Mudguard used. Mudguard- Front Velocette NOS. New Hudson. Brough Superior. Vintage
Racing. Norton Rear Mudguard Manx short. Raleigh Front Mudguard Rear Mudguard Scott

2-speed. Sunbeam Front Mudguard Triumph Mudguard T90, T, TR6, T Triumph Mudguard Front
Chrome. Triumph Mudguard rear.

